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GREAT  
WIGHT HOPE
Bram and Lisa Vis were inspired to create a bold Modernist beach 
house on the Isle of Wight to fulfill all their dreams of seaside living
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Stretching across the Solent to the mainland (or ‘North Island’ as locals refer 
to it), the view from Lisa and Bram’s waterside home on the Isle of Wight 
takes in an unstinting stream of seagoing traffic. From lone yachtsmen to 

huge commercial vessels heading out into the English Channel, it overlooks one 
of the country’s busiest waterways and, at night, ferries light up the horizon.

So engaging is the panorama, that when the couple were first planning the 
layout of Fairways, their new house, they ensured that their home offices faced 
away from the seashore, saving the outlook for their downtime instead. Working 
from home, Bram couldn’t risk being distracted by the picture-postcard scene 
visible from almost every room in the house. As Lisa says, ‘It is mesmerising to 
watch the tide rising, and listen to the waves lapping against the beach. I can 
lose hours of the day, if I’m not careful!’

When Lisa does give in to the lure of the sea, she likes to take a mug of tea 
down to the shoreline at the end of the garden and watch the boats skimming 
across the waves, while their two children, Henry, 12, and Eleanor, 11, run along 
the shingle with the family’s Bernese Mountain Dog, Juno.

TRIUMPH OVER ADVERSITY 
Lisa, who works in property, grew up on the Isle of Wight. While living in Surrey 
with Bram, a tax consultant, and their two young children, the family made 
regular weekend visits to Lisa’s parents, who still lived on the island. ‘We would 
come down on a Friday or Saturday, expecting to leave Sunday evening, and 
invariably we’d end up staying until Tuesday or Wednesday,’ she says. ‘In the 

TOP LEFT The building is clad in timber panels and Richlite, an innovative composite made from 
compressed paper TOP RIGHT The pool is a hit with everyone LEFT A glass balustrade allows 
unhindered views RIGHT, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Sorento Swivel stools are from simplybarstools. 
co.uk; the open-plan living room includes a relaxed seating area and a formal dining zone 
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end, we decided to make it home.’ The family moved to the island in 2010, 
renting a property in Bembridge while they searched for the right place to buy.

A waterfront setting was a priority, so Lisa put her expert knowledge of the 
local area and the property market to good use, scouring estate agents’ listings 
daily. But finding their seaside home was no mean feat, even on an island with 
57 miles of coastline. Every time they looked around a potential house, Bram 
says, ‘Lisa would suggest knocking down internal walls, gutting the kitchen, or 
adding a massive extension. Eventually, I pointed out that by the time we had 
done all the work she proposed, we might as well have built a house from 
scratch. So that’s what we decided to do’.

Then, in March 2011, just as they were about to exchange on a building project 
on the north coast of the island, disaster struck, and Bram was hospitalised with 
a brain haemorrhage. All thoughts of house-hunting went on hold as he underwent 
emergency surgery. After 10 days in a coma, Bram, thankfully, made a miraculous 
recovery. And, following two months of rehabilitation treatment, he was able to 
leave hospital. In the wake of this life-threatening experience, the couple’s desire 
to create their dream house intensified. Six months later, Lisa found a plot for sale 
near Ryde, and despite its lack of planning permission, the couple snapped it up. 

A FRESH START
Consent took a year to achieve, but with the help of architectural designer Lincoln 
Miles, who shared Bram and Lisa’s vision for a thoroughly modern house, the build 
was finally given the green light, and work began in March 2013. It took 17 months 

CLOCKWISE, FROM TOP LEFT Lisa and Bram’s bedroom has its own private terrace, which has 
become a favourite retreat for their dog, Juno; huge glass panels allow the family to feel very 
much in touch with the outdoors; the children’s bedrooms boast wonderful views ABOVE The 
house easily blends into the island landscape RIGHT The whole family love living by the sea
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to complete, and cost twice as much as they had originally budgeted, but, as Lisa 
observes: ‘If you only have one build in you, you’d better make it a good one!’

Galvanised by his brush with mortality, Bram was uncompromising in his pursuit 
of the perfect family home, and the resulting house comes with all mod cons.  
‘I had lots of bonkers ideas about what to include,’ laughs Lisa, ‘but one of the 
insane ideas that proved to be utter genius is the kids’ laundry chute.’ Located just 
outside the children’s bedrooms, this handy conduit disposes clothes straight into 
the basement-level utility room, making clearing up fun and easy for everyone. 

A lift to the basement floor, which houses a full-size snooker table, was one of 
Bram’s must-haves, while Henry and Eleanor were most excited about the outdoor 
pool. But Lisa’s favourite design feature is the open-plan kitchen-diner. ‘It’s the 
hub, the common room, the entertaining, dancing, and pretty-much-everything 
space,’ she says. It’s also the room that makes the most of the beachside location, 
with floor-to-ceiling glass offering uninterrupted views of the Solent. ‘We all enjoy 
boat-spotting now,’ says Bram, ‘and compete to be the first to name the nearby 
vessels. New Year’s Eve is a spectacular sight, too, as we watch firework displays 
going off all across the mainland.’

THE INVISIBLE HOUSE
From the beach, you can only just make out the shimmering expanse of glass 
walls and timber on the wooded hillside. ‘Pleasure boats slow down as they 
pass,’ says Lisa, ‘and come a little closer to the shoreline than they really should. 
But they have to strain to see much of the house, because we’re positioned quite 
a long way back, and surrounded by trees.’

Despite its size – a staggering 836 sq m – and angular contemporary design, 
the house fits surprisingly comfortably into the surrounding landscape. This is 
partly achieved by the mature trees and low-level roofline, but also down to the 
materials chosen by Bram and Lisa for the exterior. The lower half of the property 
is studded with pebbles from nearby Bembridge harbour, while the walls above 
are either made of glass, or clad in timber and Richlite (a recycled paper 
composite). The two storeys are elegantly defined by a wraparound timber deck. 

It’s a Modernist build that more than meets Bram’s original brief of a luxury 
beach house. ‘Of course, the drawback with living in a house that meets all your 
expectations,’ he says, ‘is that it’s quite hard to go on holiday!’ Lisa agrees: ‘The 
house is perfect for us. It’s the little things that give me the most joy – hearing the 
tide coming in, having friends arrive by boat, spotting seals and other marine life 
swimming near the shoreline. And the unbelievable sunsets from our living room.’

For both Lisa and Bram, moving to the coast and creating their state-of-the-art 
home here has been the realisation of what, at times, seemed an impossible 
fantasy. Having achieved it has made them keen to help others find their ideal 
home on the Isle of Wight. To that end, Lisa has turned her passion for bricks 
and mortar into a service that aims to match would-be islanders with their 
perfect property – be it a home, holiday house or investment – through her 
agency Solent House (details below). 

With family close by and an outdoor lifestyle, Lisa is sure that moving to the 
island was a great decision for all of them: ‘The children are near their cousins. 
Bram can easily commute to London for meetings, but otherwise works from 
home, so he’s around much more than when we lived in Surrey. And we all love 
living by the sea.’

For more information, please go to solent-house.co.uk. 

ABOVE LEFT Lisa and Bram own the beach at the end of their garden, right out to the low 
water mark – a rarity in the UK LEFT The house is sympathetic to its environment thanks to  
its mellow timber cladding, pebbled lower storey, and glass walls that reflect sunlight and 
surrounding foliage. RIGHT The family made the move to the Isle of Wight in 2014 
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For rockpooling: ‘We enjoy going for long 
walks on Bembridge Beach, which is in the 
east of the island. The dog can run along the 
vast stretch of sand there, while the children 
explore the network of rockpools at low tide. 
There’s usually either an ice cream afterwards, 
or chips from the nearby Crab & Lobster Inn 
(01983 872244, crabandlobsterinn.co.uk).’

For a family meal: ‘The Taverners in 
Godshill (01983 840707, thetavernersgodshill.
co.uk) is everything you’d want from a country 
pub, and our go-to choice for a relaxed lunch 

out with the children. They cook the best 
Sunday roasts, and the menu serves 
exclusively Isle of Wight produce, with  
lots of fruit and vegetables from their own  
veg patch.’

As a special treat: ‘The Little Gloster,  
on the coast at Gurnard (01983 298776, 
thelittlegloster.com), is run by a young 
husband-and-wife team, and the vibe is 
refreshingly unstuffy. The food and service  
is always superb, and you can’t beat its 
waterside location.’

A good walk: ‘Quarr Abbey (01983 
882420, quarrabbey.org) is a short stroll away 
from the house. We walk our dog nearly every 
day in the beautiful grounds around this 
working Benedictine monastery – and then 
have coffee in their walled garden afterwards.’

For live music: ‘We’ve been going to the 
Isle of Wight Festival (isleofwightfestival.com) 
ever since it re-started. The venue is right at  
the end of Lisa’s parents’ garden, so we can 
go and see the acts we want and then pop 
back to use the loo!’ 

LISA AND BRAM’S ISLAND HAUNTS


